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ABSTRACT 
This dataset has been built by Brice Cossart during his PhD at the European University 

Institute (Florence, Italy) between 2012 and 2016, for a dissertation entitled “les artilleurs et 
la Monarchie Catholique: fondements technologiques et scientifiques d´un empire 
transocéanique”. It gathers information about the artillery and artillery staff (gunners) at the 
service of the Spanish Monarchy in a period corresponding roughly to the second half of 
sixteenth century and the first decade of seventeenth century. Most of this information comes 
from primary sources of the Archivo General de Simancas (AGS), the Archivo General de 
Indias (AGI), both in Spain, the Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo (ANTT) in Portugal 
and the Archives Générales du Royaume (AGR) in Belgium. The dataset is composed of 4 
tables: the first one contains prosopographical information on individual gunners 
(2 972 entries); the second one provides data on artillery and crew of various types of ships 
(621 entries); the third one presents data on artillery and personnel of different fortresses of 
the Spanish Monarchy (395 entries); the last one deals with technical characteristics and 
nomenclature of artillery (1 167 entries). These tables have been designed in Microsoft 
Access, in the first place as a personal tool of research, and were turned into an Excel file for 
diffusion purposes. Information is written in two languages: French, mother tongue of the 
author and language of his publication, and Spanish, the original language of most of the 
primary sources. The author of this dataset provides a detailed treatment of this raw 
information through comments, graphs, tables and maps in his book published by Classiques 
Garnier, Les artilleurs et la Monarchie hispanique (1560-1610). Guerre, savoirs techniques, 
État. 

TABLE “ARTILLEURS – PROSOPOGRAPHIE” 

Each entry corresponds to one individual gunner found in an archival document. The table 
provides the following information: 

• No: automatic key generated by Microsoft Access for each entry. 

• Nom: family name and first name of each individual. 

• Titre: professional status of the individual mentioned in the source 

• Âge: age of the individual. For comments on the accuracy of this type of information, 
consult the book Les artilleurs et la Monarchie hispanique (1560-1610). 

• Origine: place of birth, indicated in Spanish by the expression “natural de...” For 
comments on the accuracy of this type of information, consult the book Les artilleurs 
et la Monarchie hispanique (1560-1610). 
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• Region-origine: this is an artefact made by the author in order to gather scattered 
places of birth into regional groups (various regions of Spain, Flanders, Italy, 
Germany, etc.). 

• Place de service: place where the individual was working. It can be a fortress, an 
army, a fleet (sometimes a specific boat), a school. “TF” stands for Tierra Firme and 
“NE” for Nueva España. 

• Année-info: year when the information was registered by the source. In some cases, it 
is followed by a more accurate date in the format YYYY-MM-DD in order to allow 
analysis of seasonal movements (particularly for the examinations of gunners in 
Seville) 

• Source: the reference to the document(s) where the information was retrieved. For 
more details, see the list of abbreviations and bibliography at the end of this 
document. 

• Commentaire: this has been used by the author in order to add qualitative information. 
In most cases, this column provides a physical description of the individual. 

• Residence: Place of residence, indicated in Spanish by the expression “vecino de...” 
For comments on the accuracy of this type of information, consult the book Les 
artilleurs et la Monarchie hispanique (1560-1610). 

• Ancienne profession: previous professional background, in order to rebuild 
professional trajectories. 

• Salaire: salary earned by the individual, expressed in ducados per month. The analysis 
of salaries and incomes can be found in the book Les artilleurs et la Monarchie 
hispanique (1560-1610). 

• Décédé: “Vrai” if the source specifies that the individual was dead in the date of the 
information. Therefore, the value “Faux” corresponds to someone who was alive. 

TABLE “FLOTTES” 

Each entry corresponds to one boat, except for a very few exceptions which are clearly 
identified by a number or as “escuadras”. The table provides the following information: 

• No: automatic key generated by Microsoft Access for each entry. 

• Nom du navire: Name of the ship. “NS” stands for Nuestra Señora,  “NE” for Nueva 
España, “SM” for Santa María. 

• Type de navire: Type of ship. For a detailed analysis of the typology of boats used by 
the Spanish Monarchy, consult the book Les artilleurs et la Monarchie hispanique 
(1560-1610). 

• Date de l´information: year when the information was registered by the source. When 
information about the same boat appears several times in one year, it is followed by a 
more accurate date in the format YYYY-MM-DD. 

• Tonnage: volume/size of the ship, expressed in toneladas. For comments on the 
accuracy of this type of information, consult the book Les artilleurs et la Monarchie 
hispanique (1560-1610). 

• Flotte: fleet, armada or group of boats with which the individual ship was navigating. 
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• Nb pièces total: total number of pieces of artillery on board of the ship. Note that the 
following sub-categories are exclusive of each other (1 piece of artillery cannot be 
counted in 2 categories). 

• Nb pièces lourdes: number of heavy pieces of artillery on board of the ship. The 
criterion chosen for heavy artillery is a calibre superior to 19 libras. 

• Nb pièces moyennes: number of medium size pieces of artillery on board of the ship. 
The criterion chosen for medium-size artillery is a calibre between 10 and 19 libras. 

• Nb pedreros: number of stone-shooting pieces of artillery on board of the ship. This 
artillery is clearly identified by the sources and separated from other types. 

• Nb pièces légères: number of light pieces of artillery on board of the ship. The 
criterion chosen for light artillery is a calibre between 6 and 9 libras. 

• Nb pièces très légères: number of very light pieces of artillery on board of the ship. 
The criterion chosen for very light artillery is a calibre between 1,5 and 5 libras. 

• Nb pièces semi-portatiles: number of semi-portative pieces of artillery on board of the 
ship. The criterion chosen for semi-portative artillery is a calibre inferior to 1,5 libras. 

• Nb pièces hierro colado: number of cast-iron pieces of artillery on board of the ship. 
This artillery is clearly identified by the sources and separated from other types. 

• Poids total d´artillerie: When specified in the source, this is the total weight of 
artillery on board of the ship, expressed in quintales. 

• Nb artilleurs: total number of gunners on board of the ship. The key words to identify 
gunners in the sources have been artillero or lombardero in Spanish, artigliero or 
bombardiero in Italian, and canonnier (French). 

• Nb condestable: number of chief gunners called by the title “condestable” in the 
source. 

• Nb  cabo: number of chief gunners called by the title “cabo” in the source. 

• Nb capitan de artillería: number of artillery captains mentioned in the source. 

• Nb de gente de mar: total number of seamen (including gunners) identified as “gente 
de mar” in the source. 

• Source: the reference to the document(s) where the information was retrieved. For 
more details, see the list of abbreviations and bibliography at the end of this 
document. 

TABLE “FORTERESSES” 

Each entry corresponds to one fortress or fortified city. The table provides the following 
information: 

• No: automatic key generated by Microsoft Access for each entry. 

• Nom de la forteresse: name of the fortified city, town, or island, followed by the name 
of the fortress when specified by the source. 

• Lieu: this is an artefact made by the author in order to gather fortifications into 
regional groups (regions of Spain, Low Countries, Italy, etc.) 

• Date_info: year when the information was registered by the source. 
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• Nb pièces total: total number of pieces of artillery in the fortress. Note that the 
following sub-categories are exclusive of each other (1 piece of artillery cannot be 
counted in 2 categories). 

• Nb pièces lourdes: number of heavy pieces of artillery in the fortress. The criterion 
chosen for heavy artillery is a calibre superior to 19 libras. 

• Nb pièces moyennes: number of medium size pieces of artillery in the fortress. The 
criterion chosen for medium-size artillery is a calibre between 10 and 19 libras. 

• Nb pedreros: number of stone-shooting pieces of artillery in the fortress. This artillery 
is clearly identified by the sources and separated from other types. 

• Nb pièces légères: number of light pieces of artillery in the fortress. The criterion 
chosen for light artillery is a calibre between 6 and 9 libras. 

• Nb pièces très légères: number of very light pieces of artillery in the fortress. The 
criterion chosen for very light artillery is a calibre between 1,5 and 5 libras. 

• Nb pièces semi-portatiles: number of semi-portative pieces of artillery in the fortress. 
The criterion chosen for semi-portative artillery is a calibre inferior to 1,5 libras. 

• Nb pièces hierro colado: number of cast-iron pieces of artillery in the fortress. This 
artillery is clearly identified by the sources and separated from other types. 

• Poids total d´artillerie: When specified in the source, this is the total weight of 
artillery in the fortress, expressed in quintales. 

• Nb artilleurs: total number of gunners in the fortress. The key words to identify 
gunners in the sources have been artillero or lombardero in Spanish, artigliero or 
bombardiero in Italian, and canonnier (French). 

• Nb  cabo: number of chief gunners called by the title “cabo” in the source. 

• Nb maestro: number of chief gunners called by the title “maestro” in the source. This 
word tends to be related to the teaching of artillery. 

• Nb capitan: number of artillery captains mentioned in the source. 

• Nb  caporal: number of chief gunners called by the title “caporal de artilleros” in the 
source. 

• Nb_ayudantes: number of assistant-gunners called by the title “ayudantes de 
artilleros” in the source. 

• Source: the reference to the document(s) where the information was retrieved. For 
more details, see the list of abbreviations and bibliography at the end of this 
document. 

TABLE “PIÈCES D´ARTILLERIE” 

Each entry corresponds to one set of similar pieces of artillery (with identical technical 
characteristics) mentioned in a source. The table provides the following information: 

• No: automatic key generated by Microsoft Access for each entry. 

• Nomenclature: original word used by the source to refer to the pieces of artillery. 

• Nombre: number of similar pieces in the set. 
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• Calibre: the calibre refers to the weight of the cannonball which can be shot by a 
certain piece of artillery. It is expressed in libras (pounds) and appears in the sources 
with the expression “tira XX libras de bala”. 

• Poids: weight of every piece of artillery in the set. It is expressed in quintales (q) or 
cantara (c). These units are discussed in the book Les artilleurs et la Monarchie 
hispanique (1560-1610). 

• Materiau: material in which the pieces of artillery were cast, usually bronze or iron. 

• Proportions: Relation between the length and the calibre of the artillery, as expressed 
in the sources. For example, a figure of 17 means that the artillery had a length equal 
to 17 times the diameter of its mouth.  

• Date_information: year when the information was registered by the source. 

• Origine (fabrication): place where the artillery was made, or any indication related to 
it. 

• Lieu de service: place where the artillery was in use at the time when the information 
was recorded by the source. 

• Source: the reference to the document(s) where the information was retrieved. For 
more details, see the list of abbreviations and bibliography at the end of this 
document. 

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS OF SOURCES 
AGS : Archivo General de Simancas (Valladolid, Spain) 

o GYM : section Guerra y Marina 
o EST : section Consejo de Estado 
o CMC : section Contaduría Mayor de Cuentas 
o CSU : section Contaduría del Sueldo 
o VARIOS GALERAS : section Varios Galeras 

AGI : Archivo General de Indias (Seville, Spain) 
o IG : section Indiferente General 
o CT : section Contratación 
o MEXICO : section Audiencia de Mexico 
o PANAMA : section Audiencia de Panama 
o FILIPINAS : section Audiencia de Filipinas 
o SANTO DOMINGO : section Audiencia de Santo Domingo 

AGR : Archives Générales du Royaume (Bruxelles, Belgium) 
o CP : Contadorie et Pagadorie 
o CC : Chambre des Comptes 
o CA : Conseil de l'Amirauté 

ANTT : Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo (Lisbon, Portugal) 
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